Strategies for

Teaching Small-Group
Guided Reading
SIMPLE & EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE ACHIEVEMENT IN READING

VIRTUAL-INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP

June 2 OR July 27, 2022

9:00 a.m. EDT
Workshop Begins
4:30 p.m. EDT
Workshop Concludes
The day will include a 45-minute lunch break.

Strategies shared during this virtual workshop mirror the K-5 grade-level
expectations outlined within the reading standards for College & Career Readiness.

Workshop Topics

Workshop Outline

• Learn how to develop a
schedule where small-group
reading occurs in tandem with
students workingindependently
in literacy stations.
• Obtain ways to utilize teacherled small groups during the
reading block.
• Understand how to interpret
reading levels of students and
match them with appropriate
text.
• Gain strategies to support
readers at different stages of
reading.
• Learn how to tie whole-group
mini-lessons to small-group
instruction.
• Learn types of before, during,
and after-reading strategies
and how they fit into smallgroup reading lessons.
• Acquire methods for
supporting readers by
incorporating effective oral
reading strategies.

The Big Picture
• Deliver 3 types of instruction
• Execute 3 phases per lesson
Logistics & Preparation
• Compile student data
• Adjust expectations
Tools & Activities
• Document the Thinking Voice
• Retell & summarize ideas
• Apply fluency and word work
Book Clubs
• Engage readers in Book
Clubs, occasionally
• Hold introductory meetings
• Meet multiple times with each
Book Club
Teacher’s Role
• Schedule small-group meetings
• Adjust the level of instructional support
• Establish organization
• Choose texts deliberately

K-5

Who benefits?

• K-5 Classroom Teachers
• Literacy Coaches
• Literacy Coordinators
• Title I Teachers / Directors
• Special Education Teachers
• ELL Teachers
• K-5 High-Ability Teachers
• Elementary Administrators

When you complete this virtual
workshop, you’ll be able to
P Use small groups to support and

deepen mini-lesson skills first taught
during whole-class direct instruction.

P Introduce a new text to students in a

way that provides support for them to
be able to decode and understand the
text.

P Increase the amount of time students
spend reading the whole text.

P Cultivate student interaction with the
text during reading.

P Organize your space and supplies to
make small-group instruction both
efficient and effective.

W HAT YO U W I L L G ET
STUDENT ROLE: Practicing reader behaviors

TEACHER ROLE: Prompting reader behaviors

STUDENT ROLE: Practicing reader behaviors

Pre-A/Emergent
Grades PK-K/Levels A-CTransitional

Teaching & Prompting
for reader
and reading

TEACHER ROLE: Prompting reader behaviors

Early/Beginning
Grades K-1/Levels D-I

Fluent

Teacher instructions
include
the word “text” when referring to what is currently being read. Questions for the
I is end-of-year
goal in Grade
1
C is end-of-year goal in Kindergarten
students include
story/text, allowing
teachers
choose which
word to use based on the current reading.
J, K proficient
mCLASS
Grades
4 &toup/Levels
Q-Z
C proficient mCLASS Grades 2-3/Levels J-P
R is end-of-year goal in Grade 4
M is end-of-year goal in Grade 2
Comprehension
W is end-of-year
goal in Grade 5
N proficient mCLASS
Y is end-of-year goal in Grade 6
• Reading is looking.
P is end-of-year goal in Grade 3
— Look at each word.
• Retell events of the text.
• Make connections between text & own experiences.
— Read it with your eyes.
— What did you just read about?
— What do you know about...?
• Check for directionality left to right and
• Make predictions based on the pictures.
• Visualize an aspect of the text and draw it.
return sweep.
— What do you think might happen next?
— Imagine what the story/text says. What do
C
is
end-of-year
goal
— Move your eyes as you point to each word.
Concepts
• Predict ending of the text based on reading
you see?
in Kindergarten
— Now take your eyes back here to do the
beginning & middle.
about Print
next line.
C proficient mCLASS
— Now that you know ________, what do you
• Check for 1:1 match.
think will happen next?
Readers progress through stages of reading development:
By you
Kristi
— Lift up your finger each time
say aMcCullough
word. Point to the word you are saying.

behaviors
strategies

Pre-A/ Emergent Stage

R

PK-K Levels A-C

eader behaviors and reading strategies

Grades PK-K / 4-6 years old / Pre-primer basal level
first introduced and •modeled
• Visualize
of text; draw & add labels.
• Make predictions based on personal experiences.
• Build core knowledge ofare
high-frequency
Build core in
knowledge of high-frequency
wordsaspects
(100 words).
— Imagine what the story/text says. Draw it. Add
— Based on what you know about _______, what
— Show
yourself the word “________.”
whole-class lessons. Teacher-led
small• Lexile Level BR-150 words (30 words).
from the
text
to label the
picture. embedded definitions,
do you
— Show yourself
the word
“_______.”
• Attendfor
to the
inflectional
endings).
•group
Chunk
multisyllabic
words (prefixes/suffixes).
•&Solve
words
using
background
knowledge,
& think will happen next?
• Reading Recovery Levels 1-4
instruction
provides
a setting
stu-ends of words (consonantswords
• Retell
beginning,
middle, and end.
• Make multiple predictions based on what was read.
• Use picture clues & —
initial
sounds
figure
the
end
of the word?
Do you
seeto
a part
you know? — What would you expect to see at
graphics.
• DRA Levels 1-3
dents to try out reader behaviors
and
reading
—to-day).
What
happened
first (next)
in that
the story/
— Did you confirm or adjust your prediction after
out unknown
words.— Where can you break the word
• Use
known words to solve words (for-got,
apart?
— What
do you already
know(last)
about
word?
• Rigby PM Benchmark Levels
1-4
Word
Study
strategies
with
the
the
text?
reading
— Get your mouth
firsthelp
Doof
you
see a part you know?
—ready
Coverfor
thethe
ending
and and
find asupport
part—you
know.
— Read on to see if the author describes more about that
word.further in the story/text?
I is end-of-year
goal new words
High-Freq Words,
• Retell
using
a frame:
5-finger
retell
“Somebody,
• Make
connections about a character’s traits when
sound/part and
think about
what
would
• Use known
words to solve
(look/crook).
•teacher
Attend
to
vowel
patterns.
—
Where
could you
look on
the or
page
to find out more about
that
nearby.
inknow
Gradeanother
1
Decoding,
Wanted,
But,this
So,one?
Then.”
reading a series (Little Critter, Frog & Toad).
make sense.
— Do you
word that
looksword?
like
— Is that like another word you know?
Early/Beginning
Stage
Phonics,
—
Who
is in the dictionaries,
story/text? Where/when
didguides
it
—words.
How would you describe this character? How
• Attend to dominant—consonants.
• Chunk
big
words
Check the vowel pattern (middle)
of
word. (yes-ter-day).
• Use
glossaries,
& pronunciation
to solve
J,is
Kthe
proficient
mCLASS
Grades K-1 / 6-7 years old Vocabulary
/ Primer basal level
The—goal
offorteacher-led
small
groups
tothe
What
was
thefind
problem?
How was the
has the character changed in the series?
— Get your mouth
ready
the
firstunder
—
Break
word
into parts and thinkhappen?
what
make
sense.
Run your
finger
the word
while
you
say
it slowly.
— would
Where
could
you
more information
about that word?
• Guided Reading Levels D-I
• Lexile Level 150-299
students
a chance to use item
knowlsound/part. give
• Attend
to consonants, short/long vowels, problem
digraphs.
solved?
• Differentiate between what is known & new
•blends,
Understand
figurative use of words.
Does
it look right?
• J/K is end-of-year goal in Grade 1
• Reading Recovery Levels —
5-16
Check on yourself.
Run aphonics
finger under
Get your
mouth ready to say the•first
part.
Discuss
character’s
feelings.
information in the text (informational text).
— What
does the
author really mean by that?
edge about
and words to—read
a text
• J/K are proficient in mCLASS
• DRA Levels 4-16
it while you say it slowly.
Do you know a word that starts/ends
with
letters?
• Attend
to vowel
patterns, do
affixes,
Greek/Latin
—
Whythose
did
the
character
(or say)
that? roots.
— Tell about something you learned from this story/
fluently while understanding the —
message.
• Rigby PM Benchmark Levels 5-16
— Look for a part you know.
— Look for a part you know.
text.
Groups can be arranged by strategy, level,
— Do you know another word like that?
or interest. Within the small-group meeting,
— Notice the syllables.
• Use pictures to monitor.
• Reread at point of difficulty.
• Retell—
the
text—recalling
events
sequence.
• Determine main idea & supporting details in
Transitional Stage
Where
can you break
theinword?
are would
to read the whole text.
Thisdid
can
— Check the students
picture. What
— Why
you stop? What did you notice?
Rereadhappened
and think about
— What
inword
the story/text?
informational text.
— What does that
part mean?
Grades 2-3 / 7-9 years old
whisper
make sense? be accomplished by choral reading,
what
would make sense and look like•that
word. characters and how they change.
Describe
— What is this passage mostly about?
to monitor.
• Reread
after a TOLD.
• Guided Reading Levels J-P
• Lexile Level 300-699 • Use known words
reading,
or silent reading. Students
orchestrate
— What kind of person is ________?
— What is the point of this passage?
• Use“_______.”
multiple sources
of information to monitor.
• Use
multiple
sources
of information to monitor.
— Show yourself
Now read
— Reread after someone else tells you
aHow
word
so you
can changed
• M/N is end-of-year goal in Grade 2 • Reading Recovery Levels 18-38
— Identify key words and phrases that describe
—
has
________
in this story/text?
the—use
of would
multiple
sources
of information
What
make
sense and
lookremember
right? to
— What would make sense and look right?
that again.
the story/text.
• N is proficient in mCLASS
• DRA Levels 18-38
• Identify problem and solution.
this topic.
sense
ofmeaning.
•problem-solve
Reread
confirmthe
problem-solving
• Reread when the meaning or structure of a sentence becomes
• Use 17-25
multiple sources
of to
information
towords and make
•attempts.
Monitor
• P/Q is end-of-year goal in Grade 3
• Rigby
PM Benchmark Levels
Self— What was the problem/conflict?
• Notice, name, and use text features.
M iswith
end-of-year
goal
What did you notice?
confusing.
monitor.
— Does it make sense?
the—text.
Monitoring
— What was ________’s greatest challenge?
— What did you learn from the text features?
in Grade 2
— Reread
if it makes sense.
— Something tricked you. Go back and reread.
— What would make
senseand
andsee
look
— You said ________. Does that make
—sense?
How was that problem solved/overcome?
— If you wanted to know about ________, where
—Were you right?
— Reread and look closely because something doesn’t sound
right?
• Monitor
with letters
and sounds.
N proficient
mCLASS
Fluent Stage
• Summarize the most important parts of the text.
would you look?
guide
providestoinsight
into&reader
behav•This
Monitor
by attending
the middle
end
of words.
right/make sense.
— Does
it look right?
— What were the highlights of the whole
• Make predictions using evidence from the text.
Grades 4 and up / 8 years old and up
P iseach
end-of-year
goal
iors—and
taken
on
at
Doesreading
the wordstrategies
you said look
like the
word
on the
page?
Adjust reading rate to process a difficult text or problem-solve
— You
said
________.
Does that look•right?
passage?
— What did the author write to make you think
in sources
Grade
3of information to monitor.
•stage
Maintain
meaningdevelopment.
while quickly problem-solving
new words.
new words.
• Guided Reading Levels Q-Z
• Lexile Level 700-1100
• It
Use
multiple
of reading
also
contains
that will happen next?
— You are almost right. Try that again
and
think:
What
would
— Try that again.
• R is end-of-year goal in Grade 4
• Reading Recovery Level 40
What
would
make
sense and look right?
prompts
in the form of questions —
and
state• Make predictions about characters based on traits.
make sense?
— Something tricked you. Look closely.
• W is end-of-year goal in Grade 5
• DRA Levels 40-50
— What do you know about the character that
ments
thatelse
encourage
students to apply the
— What
can you try?
• Y is end-of-year goal in Grade 6
• Rigby PM Benchmark Levels
26-30
• Attend
to bold words.
• Attend to bold words.
makes you think he/she will do/say ________?
behaviors
implement
the right?
strategies
of an
— Does itand
make
sense AND look
— Say the dark word louder. Make it
— Say the dark word louder. Make it sound important.
sound important.
• Read with expression based on end punctuation & dialogue.
• Read with expression based on end punc— Make your voice ________ when you see the ________
•
Read
new
books
with
greater
fluency.
•
Read
with
appropriate
rate,
expression,
and
phrasing.
•
Retell
the
passage
completely,
accurately,
and
in
order.
•
Determine
main idea & supporting details in
tuation & dialogue.
(end punctuation).
— Move
yourwhen
eyes forward
quickly—
soMake
that you
can read
— Listen
to how in
your
sounds.
— What
happened
thereading
story/text?
informational text.
— Make your voice
________
you
it sound
like talking.
together.
—
Make
voice show
whaton
you
think the character —
feels/
• Make
and
revise
predictions
based
personal
What is this passage mostly about?
see the ________more
(endwords
punctuation).
— Read it like the character/author
would
say
it. your
Fluency
Aretalking.
you listening to how your• Read
reading
sounds?
authorcontent
means. knowledge, and knowledge of
experiences,
— What is the point of this passage?
— Make it sound—like
phrases
of words fluently.
R isthe
end-of-year
goal
Change
expression when reading to match
tonewords
of the
text/
• Attend
punctuation when reading to reflect understanding.
— Read it like• the
character/author
— Read
these
together
to make
it sound
similar
texts.tosmooth.
— Identify key words and phrases that describe
in
Grade
4
character.
—
Change
your
voice
according
to
what
the
punctuation
would say it.
(Frame 2-3 words.)
— What do you think will happen?
this topic.
— Make your voice sound like talking
you only.
see the
marksled
mean.
• Point when
with eyes
— What
you to that prediction?
• Integrate existing knowledge with new information
quotation marks.
Take a short
breath of
when
you
see a comma
— Read it without your finger. • Make—
connections
to people
other
cultures,
distant (or a dash).
from a text.
W is end-of-year
goal
— Make your voice show what you—
think
feels/
offwords
theperiods
parentheses
by stopping before and after them.
Put the
yourcharacter
finger back
in only to problem-solve
places,—
or Set
different
of time.
— How has this new information changed your
in Grade 5
author means.
— Make
it sound know
like a story/text
listen to.
(e.g., to look for parts).
— What
do already
about thisyou
topic?
view of ________?
— What do you know about those people, that
Y is end-of-year goal
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place, or that time period?
in Grade 6
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• Guided Reading Levels A-C
• D/E is end-of-year goal in Grade K
• C is proficient in mCLASS

K-1 Levels D-I

2-3 Levels J-P

4 & up
Levels Q-Z
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Digital Teaching Guide

Receive a digital copy of the “Teaching
and Prompting Guide”, with strategies
that include skills with prompts and
questions for each developmental
stage of reading.

Access to Video Recording

Keep on learning with Kristi with
on-demand access to the video recording
of the workshop for one full year!

Phone: (888) 376-0448 • Online: www.SmekensEducation.com

Secret Site Resources

Registrants receive lifetime access to
a password-protected web page that
contains a treasure trove of lessons,
videos, and other resources for
implementation.

A BO U T THE P R E SE NT E R

Kristi McCullough
Literacy Consultant for Smekens Education, Inc.

As a full-time literacy consultant with Smekens
Education, Kristi has worked with thousands of
teachers across the United States delivering regional
seminars and customized on-site school trainings that
focus specifically on teaching reading.
In addition, she is also the author of the “Teaching &
Prompting Guide” a popular resource for K-5 teachers.
Kristi wore many hats in public schools for 13
years during which time she was trained in
Reading Recovery and many other well-known
instructional models.

“

She is passionate about helping teachers
implement a balanced literacy approach focused
on real-life, purposeful literacy activities that result in
improved student achievement.

“

Lindsey Putman | Carmel, IN

CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION

Strategies for

Ron Haas
Successfully participated in 5 hrs. of professional development on June 2, 2022

Workshop topics included:
Establishing the writing environment — Lessons to establish writer independence — Organizing the writer’s workshop
Introducing the 6-Traits using a common language — Mini-lessons for early-in-the-year writing skills

“Great presentation—full of
great information and resources.
This is the quality workshop
that I feel good about sending
teachers to—I know it’s money
well spent.”
Todd Reagan, principal, Wes-Del
Elementary School, Gaston, IN
“I loved this workshop! I always
enjoy listening and learning
from Kristi! Great information
and helps when planning
successful practices in literacy!”
Amy Gordon, teacher Northside
Elementary School, Midway, KY

Kristi is a
fabulous
presenter
& has great
practical
ideas.

Teaching Small-Group
Guided Reading

“Kristi is a completely engaging
presenter. It is apparent
that she used and honed
masterful teaching practices
in her own classroom. This
was a completely practical
and immediately applicable
workshop presentation.”
Kyle Bush, principal,
Early Childhood Center,
Loveland City School District,
Loveland, OH

Continuing Education Credit

With prior approval from the attendee’s school
district, participants may receive credit for 5.5 hours
of professional development. After the workshop,
attendees receive a Certificate of Completion
which can be used to verify participation.

Kristina Smekens, Instructor

Graduate-Level Credit

Workshop attendees are eligible to pursue 1, 2, or 3 nationally-accredited graduate-level
semester credits/units for a full-day session. Through a partnership with University of the Pacific,
the cost is $62 per graduate-level credit/unit. After the workshop, attendees have 6 months
to complete the required coursework. The cost of graduate credit is separate from the cost of
workshop registration.

Phone: (888) 376-0448 • Online: www.SmekensEducation.com

“I really liked and appreciated
all the attention to detail about
the different components that go
into a Guided Reading Groups.
I am much more excited about
guided reading groups for this
upcoming school year after
having the conference today.”
Brittany Rice, teacher at
Woodland Elementary School,
Elkhart, IN
“I feel like the virtual
conferences are awesome. I
love that I can chat with the
presenter while watching her
recorded workshop. Then I don’t
forget any questions that I want
to ask, the immediate feedback
is wonderful.”
Melissa Hudson, teacher at Leo
Elementary School, Leo, IN
“Kristi is a fabulous presenter &
has great practical ideas.”
Lindsey Putman,
teacher, Towne Meadow
Elementary School, Carmel, IN

Strategies for Teaching Small-Group Guided Reading
Organization Contact Person:						
			
Email:

Title:				

District/Diocese:
School name:
School address:						
City/State/Zip:
School phone:

PRIC IN G & G R O U P R AT E S :
1-9 Registrants
$169 per person

PAYME N T:

Groups of 10+
$152 per person

Purchase Order attached (#____________________________ )
Charge to: ___ Visa ___ Mastercard ___ Discover

For groups of 25 or more, contact us for special
pricing and arrangements.

Card Number

Total number of registrants:
@

$169

Expiration Date

Authorized signature: X		

$152

Cardholder’s name:

TOTAL PURCHASE AMOUNT:

(Please print.)

Who’s viewing this workshop?

To register more than 10, please submit this form with an Excel file that contains a list of the registrants’
names and email addresses to workshops@smekenseducation.com.
Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

Name:						

Email:

TO E N R OL L :
• FAX THIS FORM – with a school purchase order to 888-376-0489.
• EMAIL THIS FORM – with a school purchase order to
workshops@smekenseducation.com.
• REGISTER ONLINE – at SmekensEducation.com

Satisfaction Guarantee

CHOOSE DATE:
JUN. 2

JUL. 27

If you are not completely satisfied with a workshop, we will
refund your entire registration fee—no questions asked.

Phone: (888) 376-0448 • Online: www.SmekensEducation.com

